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Today, the FIE has 155 member federations and its head office is in Lausanne (SUI), 
the Olympic capital. Between two Congress, the FIE is governed by its Executive 
Committee, comprising 22 members: The President of the FIE and 15 members 
elected by the congress, the president of each of the five continental confederations 
recognized by the FIE and the president of the Athletes’ Commission.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE FIE

PRESIDENT
Alisher Usmanov (RUS)

SECRETARY GENERAL
Emmanuel Katsiadakis (M.H.) (GRE)

SECRETARY TREASURER
Ferial Nadira Salhi (ALG)

VICE PRESIDENTS
Ana Pascu (M.H) (ROU) 
Donald Anthony Jr. (USA)
Yuki Ota (JPN)

MEMBERS
Erika Aze (LAT), Jacek Bierkowski (POL), Ana Irene Delgado 
(PAN), Velichka Hristeva (BUL), Isabelle Lamour (FRA), Novak 
Perovic (RSA), Oleg Peskov (KAZ), Giorgio Scarso (ITA), Bence 
Szabo (HUN), Pascal Tesch (LUX)

President, African Fencing Confederation:
Mbagnick Ndiaye (SEN)

President, Pan-American Fencing Confederation:
Vitaly Logvin (MEX)

President, Asian Fencing Confederation:
Rusni Abu Hassan (MAS)

President, European Fencing Confederation:
Stanislav Pozdnyakov (RUS)

President, Oceanian Fencing Confederation:
Helen Smith (M.H) (AUS)

President of the FIE Athletes’ Commission:
Aldo Montano (ITA)

FIE HEAD OFFICE

Chief Exectutive Officer: 
Nathalie Rodriguez M.-H. (FRA)

ADMINISTRATION DEPARTMENT
Administration Director: Elena Murdaca (ITA)
 Accounting Manager: Sandra Baroni (SUI)
 Assistant to the Director: Gabrielle Meylan (SUI) 
 Administrative Assistant: Ylenia Murdaca (ITA)

SPORTS DEPARTMENT
Sport and Technical Director: Evgeny Tsoukhlo (RUS)
Head of Operations: Elena Huot (RUS)
Sport Technology and Administration Manager:
Natalia Bodrova (RUS)

COMMUNICATION MARKETING
Head of FIE President’s Cabinet: Nina Lalovic (SRB)
Digital Communications Manager: Maria Ntanou (GRE)
Head of FIE TV Production: Barna Heder (HUN)
FIE TV Production Assistant: Svetlana Krasnokoutskaya (RUS)
Press Officer: Serge Timacheff (USA)
Photographer: Augusto Bizzi (ITA)

SOCIAL MEDIA 
Internet: www.fie.org 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/fie.org 
Youtube: www.youtube.com/fievideo 
Twitter: @FIE_fencing 
Instagram: @fencing_fie
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Dear Friends:

The Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games gives athletes 
from around the globe the opportunity to compete 
in the ultimate world sports competition. As one 
of the original Olympic sports, fencing has been 
an integral part of the modern Games since their 
inception in 1896, successfully enduring the many 
challenges and changes over the last century and 
beyond. 

For the first time at the Olympic Games, fencing 
will have all 12 of its events represented: Team 
and individual competitions for men and women in 
epee, foil and sabre. This momentous achievement 
is testament to fencing’s growth in worldwide 
popularity and expansion. Our athletes have been 
training vigorously with eager anticipation for Tokyo 
2020 to take place so that they may each compete 
for Olympic gold. 

The International Fencing Federation and the global 
fencing family have all contributed to supporting our 
incredible athletes, coaches, referees and officials 
throughout the last difficult year. We embrace the 

The International Fencing Federation 
and the global fencing family have all 
contributed to supporting our incredible 
athletes, coaches, referees and officials 
throughout the last difficult year.

tenacity of the International Olympic Committee 
and Tokyo 2020 and their commitment to ensuring 
the Games take place safely and securely. We 
applaud and deeply appreciate the tremendous 
efforts involved in the Games taking place while 
facing new protocols and procedures designed to 
protect virtually everyone. 
The new Olympic champions who achieve 
victory in Tokyo will have a story to tell the world 
for generations to come. Indeed, every athlete 
competing will be able to claim a triumph over 
one of the most challenging periods the world has 
faced, which is an inspiration to us all. These new 
stars of fencing will help lead us forward into the 
future as we continue to build and expand our sport 
to new heights. 

The Olympic Games are the pinnacle of any sport 
and a time of great anticipation. We believe Tokyo 
2020 will further define a legacy of the Olympic 
spirit, and fencing is proud to be a member of a 
movement that represents peace, honor and nobility 
for the entire world.

Alisher Usmanov
FIE President
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THE HISTORY OF OLYMPIC FENCING 

1896

1900

1912

1924

1904

1908

1906

Since the very beginning, the history of fencing and the Olympic Games have 
been intertwined. The first Olympic Games of the modern era took place in 
Athens. Nobility, honour, respect and tradition are the key words governing 
fencing and these were reflected in the Olympic ideal. Thirteen fencers represen-
ting four countries participated in the foil and sabre events; épée was not yet an 
Olympic event. The discipline was entirely male, and 15 athletes from four nations 
participated in three events: Foil, masters foil, and sabre.

The Olympic Games were held in Paris within the context of the International 
World’s Fair. 260 fencers representing 19 countries participated. Épée became 
an Olympic discipline. 

The organisers of the Stockholm Games wanted to modify the rules relating to the 
foil target area. The dissatisfaction this caused highlighted the need to unify the 
rules in fencing. 

Paris Olympic Games. Women’s Individual Foil was included in the Olympic 
programme.

The Olympic Games were held in St. Louis, Missouri, USA, as an adjunct event to 
the World’s Fair, but the only fencers from outside the USA to take part were two 
Cubans and one German. This was the first Olympics with a team event, which 
was men’s foil.

London Olympic Games. Foil was removed from the Olympic programme that 
year because the organisers considered it tobe a graceful and athletic exercise 
rather than a sport and “a form of sport not improved by competition”, only held 
as a display. Team épée and sabre were both introduced officially. 

The “Intercalated” Games in Athens were intended to be the first of another 
series of Olympics to be held permanently in Athens halfway through the normal 
Olympic cycle, but the cost was prohibitive and only one was held. Although 12 
countries took part - more than at any previous Games - in 1949 the IOC ruled 
that they were not official. There were eight events held in all in three weapons, 
including épée and sabre masters, three-hit sabre, team épée and sabre, and 
individual events for each weapon. 

1936 Berlin Olympic Games. The épée electrical apparatus, which had been around 
since 1931, made its Olympic appearance. Metallic pistes replaced the old cork 
ones.
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1956 

1960 

1988 

1996 

2004

2008

2012

2016

2020

Melbourne Olympic Games. The electric foil, which had been used at the world 
championships for the first time in 1955, became an Olympic weapon.

Rome Olympic Games. A women’s foil team event was introduced

Seoul Olympic Games. The electric sabre was included; there had been electric 
sabres since 1986. 

Atlanta Olympic Games. First women’s épée events, individual and team. Women 
épée fencers had already competed during the 1989 World Championships. 

Athens Olympic Games and first Women’s Individual Sabre events. Fencing be-
came completely mixed, with all three weapons available to men and women, but 
the team events at women’s foil and sabre were dropped to comply with the IOC’s 
restriction of ten fencing events. 

Beijing Olympic Games. There were five men’s events (three individual and two 
team) and five women’s events (three individual and two team). Thus, full gender 
parity was reached in Beijing. 

London Olympic Games. Olympic fencing adopted strip lighting alongside the 
pistes integrated into the scoring system. This innovation, as well as adding a 
bright new dimension to the sport, helped the audience clearly see which fencing 
was scoring.

Rio Olympic Games. An exciting new cross-piste formation was implemented  
for the Rio Games. Unlike the ExCeL Arena in London, the Carioca Arena 3 in 
Rio provided spectator seating all-around the venue. The new layout helped the 
audience view fencing from any point in the venue.

Tokyo Olympic Games. For the first time in its Olympic history, the full set of 12 
fencing events (three weapons, men and women, team and individual) are taking 
place. Tokyo 2020 is taking place in 2021, as the Games were postponed by a 
year due to the global COVID-19 pandemic. 
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THE VENUE

Fencing at the Games of the XXXII Olympiad, known as Tokyo 2020, will take place over nine days from Saturday, July 
24 through Sunday, August 1. For the first time in Olympic history, all 12 events in fencing will be held – men’s and wo-
men’s team and individual competition in épée, foil and sabre. Fencing has been in the Olympic Games since the begin-
ning of its modern era in 1896, one of only five sports to have that distinction. 212 fencers from 42 national federations 
will participate in the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games.

Fencing competition will take place at the Makuhari Messe Hall B (9-11), part of the Makuhari Messe convention center 
just outside Tokyo, located in the Mihama-ku ward of Chiba city in the northwest corner of the Chiba prefecture. The 
fencing Hall B venue has a capacity of 8000 people. The venue is nearby the Tokyo Disney Resort in Urayasu and the 
famous Chiba prefecture’s black sand beaches. 

The Makuhari Messe is easily reached on foot from Tokyo’s commuter rail system, the East Japan Railway Company (JR 
East) on the JE Keiyo Line at Kaihimmakuhari. It is also close to the Makuhari Messe Chuo stop on the Keisei Bus Maku 
01 from the Makuharihongo Station. 

The Makuhari Messe has been a popular venue for many major concerts, trade shows and other events since its ope-
ning in October 1989 as the Nippon Convention Center; it was officially renamed the Makuhari Messe in July 2005 
(“Messe” is a German word meaning “fair” or “trade fair”). 

Other events taking place in the Makuhari Messe for the Olympic Games and Paralympics will be taekwondo and wre-
stling (Olympic Games) and wheelchair fencing, goalball, sitting volleyball and taekwondo (Paralympic Games).

FENCING AT TOKYO 2020

ADDRESS
2-1, Nakase, Mihama-ku, Chiba, 
Chiba Prefecture, 261-8550, Japan

GPS COORDINATES
35°38’54’’N 140°2’5’’E

TELEPHONE 
+81 43-296-0001
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COMPETITION SCHEDULE 
*All times in Japan Standard Time (JST)
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TOKYO 2020 FACTS & FIGURES
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Épée

The épée has a total length of 110 cm and its blade is 90 cm long. The total weight of the weapon must be less than 
70g. As in foil, the epee is a thrusting weapon, and the attack is made with the point only. In epee, the target area is 
the entire body, head to toe, including any clothing and equipment. Unlike sabre and foil, in epee there are no right-of- 
-way rules regarding attacks. Any hit that arrives is counted. Touches are awarded solely based on which fencer makes 
a touch first, according to an electrical recording apparatus. Also, double touches resulting in a point for each fencer 
are allowed in epee, although the touches must occur within 40 milliseconds (1/25 of a second) of one other.

Foil

The foil has a total length of 110 cm and its blade is 90 cm long. The total weight of the weapon must be less than 
500 g. The foil is a thrusting weapon only, and fencers can only score a hit by striking the point of their weapon on the 
defined target area of their opponent, which is limited to the torso. Invalid (“off-target”) hits also stop the bout but are not 
counted. Foil is governed by the rules of “right-of-way”. The fencer who starts an attack has the right-of-way. To avoid 
being hit, the opposing foil fencer usually attempts to parry the attack and, if this is successful, riposte to score. To avoid 
being parried, the attacker may use several tactics, such as disengages or coupes, which are different ways to avoid the 
opponent’s blade.

Sabre

The sabre has a total length of 105 cm and its blade is 88 cm long. The total weight of the weapon must be less than 
W500 g. The sabre’s basic difference from the two other weapons is that a hit can be made with the cutting edge (the 
full blade) and not only with the point. The target area consists of everything above the waist, including the head and 
both arms. As foil, sabre is governed by the rules of right-of-way. The fencer who starts an attack has the right of way. 
To avoid being hit, the opposing sabre fencer usually attempts to parry the attack and, if this is successful, riposte to 
score. To avoid being parried, the attacker may use several tactics, such as disengages or coupes, which are different 
ways to avoid the opponent’s blade.

FENCING AT A GLANCE
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For the first time 12 events. A total of 212 athletes will take part in the Olympic Fencing competition. This number inc-
ludes 102 men and 102 women, with the remaining eight places reserved for the host country.

The Fencing competition will be held in accordance with the editions of the following documents that are in force at the 
time of the Games:

In accordance with Rule 46 of the IOC Olympic Charter, the FIE will be responsible for the technical control and direc-
tion of Fencing at the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games.

THE FENCING COMPETITION 

THE RULES

The FIE Rules are available 
on the www.fie.org 

website

The IOC Olympic Charter 
available at 

www.olympic.org

DURATION & SCORING 

INDIVIDUAL EVENTS

In foil and épée, all bouts in the individual events consist of three periods of three minutes, with one minute between pe-
riods, or until one fencer has scored 15 hits. If the third period is completed before either fencer has scored 15 hits, the 
fencer with the most hits is declared the winner. If the scores are tied after the third period, there will be a further minute. 
One fencer will be randomly given priority. The winner will be the first fencer to score a valid hit; if no hits are scored, 
the winner will be the fencer with priority. In sabre, if one fencer scores eight hits, there is a one-minute break.

TEAM EVENTS

Each match consists of nine bouts, to a maximum of 45 hits. Each bout will last three minutes, or until one team’s score 
has reached the next multiple of five hits: a score of five hits after the first bout, a score of 10 hits after the second bout, 
a score of 15 hits after the third bout, and so on. If the time of the ninth bout is completed before either team has scored 
45 hits, the team with the most hits will be declared the winner. If the scores are tied after the ninth bout, there will be 
a further minute. One fencer will be randomly given priority. The winner will be the first fencer to score a valid hit; if no 
hits are scored, the winner will be the fencer with priority, as well as the team he represents.
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INDIVIDUAL EVENTS

All events will be fenced in a direct elimination format throughout. Individual competitions at Tokyo 2020 will comprise 
approximately 34 to 36 fencers per weapon and will be run as an incomplete direct elimination table of 64.

The initial order of fencers will be established according to the latest FIE Official Ranking (www.fie.org/results-sta-
tistic/ranking). If there are fencers qualified who do not appear in the FIE Official Ranking, and/or if there are fencers 
equally ranked in the FIE Official Ranking, the FIE will carry out a preliminary drawing of lots as follows:

- First, a drawing of lots will be carried out for any fencers equally ranked
- Then, a drawing of lots will be carried out for any fencers who do not appear in the FIE Official Ranking

Once all fencers have an initial ranking, there will be a drawing of lots in pairs for all fencers in the table. The individual 
events will be run by direct elimination throughout and the bout for third place will be fenced.

TEAM EVENTS

All teams are composed of three fencers and there can be a P alternate athlete. Teams will be seeded according to the 
FIE Official Team Ranking at each weapon. Where teams are equally ranked, a drawing of lots will be carried out.

Teams will be placed in a complete direct elimination table of 8 or an incomplete direct elimination table of 16, depen-
ding on the number of teams participating in the event. 

The teams will retain their initial ranking without a drawing of lots. If there is a host country team, it will be placed in the 
direct elimination tableau according to its place in the latest FIE Official Team Ranking in the weapon concerned.

All team events will be run by direct elimination format throughout. Places five to eight will be fenced.

COMPETITION FORMAT
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MEDALS & DIPLOMAS

REFEREEING

Medals and diplomas will be awarded in each event of the Fencing competition in accordance with the IOC Olympic 
Charter (Rule 56: Victory, medal and diploma ceremonies and the awarding of medals)

In individual events each fencer 
has two possible appeals in 

direct elimination bouts. Should 
the referee agree with fencer 
who appealed for video-refe-
reeing, the fencer retains his 

right of appeal

In case of an appeal for video 
refereeing, the referee walks 
over to the video-consultant. 

They watch the video together 
and after consultation with the 
consultant delegate, the referee 

gives his final decision. No 
other review of the same action 

can be requested

In team events, the fencers have 
the right to a single appeal for 
video refereeing per relay and 
are entitled to retain this right 
should the referee agree with 

this appeal

If the fencer’s scores are equal at the 
end of the match, for the decisive hit, 

the referee must use the video 
refereeing

The video-consultant may at any time 
request that the referee review his 

decision

APPEALS 
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QUALIFIED ATHLETES

12 EVENTS IN TOKYO 2020 OLYMPICS
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QUALIFIED TEAMS
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https://fie.org/athletes
https://tokyo2020.fie.org/qualification


A CLEAN SPORT

FENCING & EDUCATION

PREVENTION OF COMPETITION MANIPULATION 

The FIE is deeply committed to Clean Sport and adheres to a zero-tolerance policy in line with the World Anti-Doping 
Code of WADA. The FIE’s efforts seek to preserve what is intrinsically valuable about sport. This intrinsic value is often 
referred to as “the spirit of sport”, it is the essence of Olympism, it is how we play true. Doping is fundamentally contrary 
to the spirit of sport. A long-term solution to preventing doping is through effective values-based education programmes 
that can foster anti-doping behaviors and create a strong anti-doping culture.

As an Athlete, you have a responsibility to know the rules, ignorance is not excuse. Protect your career, your hard-work, 
your sport. Find out more about competition manipulation to make sure you make the right decision.
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https://olympics.com/ioc/integrity/prevention-competition-manipulation
https://olympics.com/athlete365/what-we-do/integrity/prevention-of-competition-manipulation/
https://static.fie.org/uploads/25/126904-Code-of-Conduct_ENG.pdf
https://stillmed.olympic.org/media/Document%20Library/OlympicOrg/Documents/Code-of-Ethics/2018/Ethic-2018-Extract-Tokyo2020.pdf#_ga=2.129191372.1781441086.1618383258-481697702.1584084214
https://olympics.com/athlete365/courses/preventing-competition-manipulation/?utm_source=ifoutreach&utm_medium=fie&utm_campaign=maketherightdecision&utm_term=pocmcourse
https://ioc.integrityline.org/index.php


REFEREES
NAME NATION

NAME FUNCTION NATION

NAME NATION NAME NATION

Ambre Civiero Aivano (SUI) 
Medhat El Bakry (EGY) 
Tim Claus Bardenhagen          (GER)
Emanuele Bucca (ITA)
Eugene Chua (SGP)
Andreas Douvis (GRE)
Marius Florea (ROU)
Florin Gheorghe (ROU)
Vadym Guttsait (UKR)

Aida Khasanova (UZB)
Kelly Koehler  (USA)
Miklos Kosa (HUN)
Andrei Kovrijnykh (RSA)
Pascal Mage (FRA)
Eyyad Maghayreh (JOR) 
Vasil Milenchev (BUL) 
Mihail Paghiev (MDA)
Juan Carlos Rios Rivera          (MEX) 

Guillermo Vallejo Sanchez (ESP)
Isacco Scomparin (ITA)
Vladislav Shamis (RUS) 
Sang Won Suh  (KOR) 
Papa Khassoum Toure (SEN)
Fikrat Valiyev (AZE)
Andrzej Witkowski (POL)
Natalia Zhuravleva (RUS)

Dieter Lammer 
Jacek Bierkowski 
Evgeny Tsukhlo 
Arno Perillier Schneider 
Maria Leonor Estampador 
Zied Feriani 
Pierre Thullberg
Kiyoshi Wada
Mohamed El Motawakel 
Hans Claus Janka 
Chang Gon Kim 
Irina Knysch 
Semen Rikhtman 
Atsushi Harinishi 
Gian Domenico Varallo
Antonio Fiore 
Lisa Huzel 

TECHNICAL DELEGATE
TECHNICAL DELEGATE / EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEMBER
PRESIDENT OF DIRECTOIRE TECHNIQUE
DIRECTOIRE TECHNIQUE AND HEAD OF PROTOCOL
DIRECTOIRE TECHNIQUE
DIRECTOIRE TECHNIQUE
DIRECTOIRE TECHNIQUE
DIRECTOIRE TECHNIQUE
HEAD OF REFEREEING COMMISSION
REFEREEING COMMISSION
REFEREEING COMMISSION
REFEREEING COMMISSION
SEMI COMMISSION
SEMI COMMISSION
SEMI COMMISSION
MEDICAL COMMISSION
MEDICAL COMMISSION

(GER)
(POL)
(RUS)
(BRA)
(PHI)
(TUN)
(SWE)
(JPN)
(EGY)
(GER)
(KOR)
(RSA)
(RUS)
(JPN)
(ITA)
(ITA)
(CAN)

OFFICIALS
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MEDIA CONTACTS

SERGE TIMACHEFF

Press Officer
serge.timacheff@fie.ch

AUGUSTO BIZZI

FIE Photographer
augusto.bizzi@gmail.com

MARIA NTANOU

Digital Communications Manager
+44 74 691 57 250
maria.ntanou@fie.ch


